
CHAPTER 9

Overview of Time-Domain EEG 
Analyses



Event-Related Potentials (ERPs)

 Average signal beginning with time 0 (the time of the 
event)

 Noise is equally distributed thus should average out 
and the signal should remain (ERP) across trials



Event-Related Potentials (ERPs)

“Event-related potentials (ERPs)…are EEG changes that are 
time locked to sensory, motor or cognitive events that provide 
safe and noninvasive approach to study psychophysiological 
correlates of mental processes…ERPs in humans can be 
divided into 2 categories. The early waves, or components 
peaking roughly within the first 100 milliseconds after 
stimulus, are termed ‘sensory’ or ‘exogenous’ as they depend 
largely on the physical parameters of the stimulus. In contrast, 
ERPs generated in later parts reflect the manner in which the 
subject evaluates the stimulus and are termed ‘cognitive’ or 
‘endogenous’ ERPs as they examine information processing.”

Source: Shravani Sur & V.K. Sinha, 2009



ERPs

Early Components:

P1 (P100): occurs within 100 ms of stimulus, first + 
visual component, dependent on attention level

N1 (N100): initial processing (mainly) of auditory 
stimuli perception, dependent on general arousal

Source: Shravani Sur & V.K. Sinha, 2009





ERPs

 Later (“cognitive”) component:

N400: semantic incongruity, around 300-600 ms after 
stimulus presentation

“This beer tastes good.”
“This beer tastes frog.”



Bottom line?

 ERPs are incredibly useful for interpreting brain 
activity and it’s relationship to exogenous 
phenomena (behavior, perceptions, sensory 
experience) as well endogenous (cognition)

 High temporal resolution but lacking in spatial 
capabilities

 Not end all be all of electrophysiological measures 
but still pretty cool!

 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC301
6705/



Filtering ERPs

 Time domain signal averaging (creating ERPs)=
Low-pass filtering

 More filtering gives more certainty about peak-based 
components 

 Less likely it is an 
outlier



Filtering ERPs

 Warning!!!
 Low-Filter minimum could result in lower temporal 

resolution
 You could introduce artifacts if filters aren’t 

constructed properly (ripples, fake oscillations)
 Be judicious with ERP filtering—make sure it’s absolutely 

necessary for your purposes



Filtering Demo

 A la Mike Cohen

Figure 9.2



Butterfly plots/Topographical Variance

 Show ERP across all electrodes
 ERPs should be symmetric around 0 line
 Bad/noisy electrodes become more prominent and 

easy to spot signals



Butterfly plots/Topographical Variance

 Global Field Power
 Topo variance gives global field power at all 

electrodes 
 Better sense of event timing/event-locked



Topographical Maps

 Spatial distribution of EEG
 Smoothness v.s. Computational time
 Topoplot function

 3D v.s. 2D: Which is better?



Topo-mapping demo

Figure 9.5



Flicker Effect

 Rhythmic phase-locked activity

 Track progression of specific stimulus activity

 Flicker entraining activity  sensory areas 
cognitive processes 



Microstates

 “In EEG as well as ERP map series, for brief, 
subsecond time periods, map landscapes typically 
remain quasi-stable, then change very quickly into 
different landscapes” (Lehmann 1971)



ERP Images

 Gives ERP amplitudes across time 
 Makes artifacts easier to spot
 Can also be plotted with Reaction Times to see 

differences across trials



ERP Images Demo

Figure 
9.6



Reading Suggestion

 It’s about Time by Mike X. Cohen

“In trying to understand how dynamics of the brain 
lead to dynamics of behavior, it may seem we are 
doomed to remain prisoners in a platonic cave, forever 
straining to make out faint and fuzzy shadows cast by 
the most fantastically complex and enigmatic 
information processing system we know of.”



Questions?

I       time-
domain 
analyses


